Amit + Kriti

HEL

LO THERE!

WE ARE

Amit +
Kriti
WE ARE EXCITED TO
GROW OUR FAMILY
THROUGH ADOPTION
and are humbled that you
are willing to consider us in
your life journey.

VISITING DISNEY WORLD

HONEYMOONING
IN SWITZERLAND

ANIMAL KINGDOM

We cannot begin to
imagine how difficult this
choice may be for you,
but please know that we
would be there to support
you through this process
should you desire it.

THANK YOU FOR GIVING US THE OPPORTUNITY
TO SHARE OUR STORY WITH YOU!

O

ur home would include a very large and diverse community of
friends and family that are thrilled about our decision to adopt

a baby. We are both working professionals who prioritize time with
our loved ones and have a beautiful home in the San Francisco Bay
Area currently occupied by us and our two sassy cats. We love to
cook dinners together, travel the world on vacation, and enjoy going
on adventures and hikes with our loved ones.

ADOPTION HAS BEEN OUR PLAN

for one another. We dream of sharing

our children to pursue their passions
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our adventures with children and taking

in life and to teach them that we will
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them no matter what.
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wonders of the world, and to help them
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fulfill their hopes and dreams, whatever

were inspired by their stories and love

they may be. We want to encourage
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our family in summer 2015 followed
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by a big fat Indian wedding during the

huge sports fan to entice Amit with

holidays later that year.

her jersey pictures and then listened

HOW WE MET...
It was lovc at first swipe
for us back in 2013.

to Amit prattle on about his favorite

It’s been a whirlwind since then as

teams at dinner, which made them

we both started our professional

both laugh as he realized that she knew

careers, bought our first house,

nothing about sports. After many fun

adopted our two fur-babies from

dates filled with laughter, cooking
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disasters, and adventures of Kriti’s

now we are ready to start growing

lost keys and wallet, we finally made
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our relationship official and moved
in together in 2014. Amit came up
with an extremely elaborate proposal

BEAUTIFUL LAKE LOUISE

in December of that year where he
surprised Kriti with a flight to Vegas
and proposed in the Eiffel Tower
Restaurant in the Paris Hotel – it was
so romantic! We had a beautiful small

we value
FEASTING AT MAMA’S

LOYALTY
GOOD HUMOR

PASSION
RESPECT
EMPATHY

FISH HOUSE IN MAUI

A few of our

Fun Facts

Q We had a big fat Indian wedding that was
published in magazines and blogs

Q We have an extremely large and diverse
family spread across the world

Q Pre-COVID we would travel at least twice a

year (one domestic and one international trip)
and we want to show our babies the world

Q We LOVE our furbabies and are a little

obsessed with them. Our cats, Athena and
Atlas, picked us from the shelter and we’re so
blessed to have them in our homes!

Q Amit is an introvert and Kriti is an extrovert
– we are very different humans but we
complement each other very well

ROAD TRIP STOP
IN MOROCCO

CELEBRATING OUR WARRIORS
CHAMPIONSHIP WIN IN 2015

ODUCING
Meeting Kriti that fateful summer
INTR
evening was the best thing that
ever happened to me. I was
immediately attracted to her
by Amit
intelligence, charm, openness,
and her unintentional ways of
making me burst out in laughter.
While I am the more introverted
one in the relationship, Kriti is a
true social butterfly.
DRESSED UP FOR

Kriti

HIKING IN CROATIA

HIGH TEA AT LAKE LOUISE

K

riti loves hosting people and made my life much more entertaining by having us throw
events from small dinners to large holiday parties together. While I may sometimes
want a quiet day at home, I am later thankful when Kriti drags me out of the house to go on a
hike or a spontaneous drive to go see the ocean.

Even though she is a few years younger than me, what also struck me about Kriti is how
motherly and protective she can be. She is so loving to her younger brother, nieces and
nephews, and her close friends’ children. She has the biggest smile whenever she gets to talk
to them or help plan their birthday gifts. I also am stunned how generous Kriti can be with her
time. Outside of work she serves as a mentor to many law students and young lawyers, always
ART
N
STI
helping them with career advice and being a
ENJOYING AU
shoulder to lean on no matter the time of day.
My husband is a charming, witty, fit, and thoughtful
This passion for mentoring in addition to her
gentleman. One of the first things he did that won me over
protective and loving nature gives me no doubt
was opening all the doors for me to get in and out of the car or
that Kriti would be a tremendous mother.
to enter the restaurants on our dates. He’s my best friend and
always tells me the truth because he values loyalty and honesty.

H

e knows me so well that I can never
hide anything from him (gift giving is a

ODUCING
INTR

Amit
by Kriti

challenge)! I love that he will always kiss me
good night and good morning and tell me
he loves me even when I’m upset with him.
Amit’s dream job is to be a stay-at-home dad
and we both jokingly argue over who will get
to spend more time at home with the kids
even though we’re both very career oriented
because we just have so much love to give
to a child. He has a passion for sports, video
games, and fitness and cannot wait to share
these with our kids and would make a great
coach for them if they decide to pursue any
athletic activities. Amit is very affectionate

AMIT SHOWING OFF
HIS CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

ATHENA LOVES TO
BE HELD BY AMIT

and cheerful; he will ensure your child
knows he/she is loved every day and make
them laugh as much as he can!

WELCOME
to our

Home

KRITI CAN’T WAIT TO DIG

CHRISTMAS IS OUR

INTO THE SPREAD

FAVORITE HOLIDAY

We are so fortunate to be
able to live in the sunny
San Francisco Bay Area!
We bought a beautiful new
4-bedroom home and got
to design the interior of our
house from the ground up.

W

e love the open layout and all the windows that allow for lots
of natural sunlight. We live near several parks, restaurants, and

entertainment options for all ages (theme parks, theaters, museums,
and zoos). Our home is a walking distance from elementary schools
and we picked a great school district to settle down in to ensure our
children will have access to an excellent education.
Our community is diverse where people of all types of ethnic and
religious backgrounds reside and we enjoy spending time with
our neighbors who also have kids or are in the process of growing
their families. Being in the Bay Area, we are fortunate to live just a
short drive away from beaches, redwood forests, and snow-capped
mountains that we love to explore. We have dozens of friends and
family nearby that we see often and are excited to raise our children
with them!

DIE-HARD 49ERS FANS

Q The tea shops where
we can get delicious
boba milk tea and
popcorn chicken

When we’re out and about, here are
a few of our favorite destinations!

HOW WE STAY FIT

Q Any park with a
baseball or basketball
court or a waterfront
area that’s serene
and fun to picnic in or
play around in

Q Trails with forest
cover or grassland to
hike in (we go hiking
once a week)

Q Tailgating before a
football or baseball
game

Q Going to the beach

– enjoying the water,
walking around the
sand, sunbathing,
flying a kite,
picnicking, bbqs

D L I K E YO U
WE’
TO MEET
OUR

Family
OUR FAMILY IS WILD AND
FULL OF LOVE!

C

ousins, nieces, and nephews are plentiful. Both sets of our parents live
nearby, have been married for over 30 years, and have been patiently

waiting for grandkids to spoil. Kriti’s parents are big teddy bears; her mom
is a doctor and dad is an engineer. They were childhood enemies who fell in
love in college and got married in India a few years before they immigrated
to California. Amit’s dad is an engineer and his mom is an Indian classical
dance teacher who made the house full of music and culture while raising
Amit and his sister in the Bay Area. Both of our parents are very social and
have large circles of friends, plus they are close with each other.
Kriti has a younger brother who works as a product manager in SF. Since
there is a 10-year age gap between them, Kriti is like a second mom to her
brother; they are closer than ever since he lives nearby and loves to come
play with the cats and beat Amit in his video games. Amit has a younger
sister that he is also very close to and who followed in his footsteps to
pursue a career in medicine. We have both helped our younger siblings get
into college and graduate school and learn to support themselves.

We get together with our families at least once every two weeks to have
OT
KRITI’S FAMILY PHOTOSHO
IN THE PARK

lunch, dinner, or go on an adventure together. Birthdays are celebrated with
streamers and balloons, cake at midnight that we feed each other, and lots
of presents. We love celebrating our Thanksgiving dinners with both families
and our Christmas mornings together where we open up presents under the
tree in our jammies or ugly sweaters. We also celebrate Holi and Diwali to
observe our Indian heritage.

OE

WEEKEND GETAWAY TO TAH

!

TWINS ARE TWICE THE FUN

WITH AMIT’S PARENTS
AMIT DANCING INTO OUR WEDDING WITH HIS NEPHEW

AMIT WITH HIS DAD
AT MACHU PICCHU

CELEBRATING KRITI’S LAW SCHOOL GRADUATION

MEET THE

Furry Members
OF OUR FAMILY

W

e adopted Athena from a local shelter in 2016 and
Atlas in 2020. Athena jumped into our lap at the

shelter and wouldn’t let us go; she has been the master
of our home ever since. Atlas follows Athena around the
house like a duckling and worships her.

They’re both loving cuddly indoor cats
that enjoy entertaining our nieces and
nephews when they come to play.

MEET OUR CATS
ATLAS & ATHENA

AND FOR FUN...

KRITI IS OBSESSED WITH HOT POT

ABOUT OUR WORK: Both of us are
career-oriented professionals who strive
for a good work-life balance. Kriti is an
attorney who works from home for a big tech
company to ensure technology is developed
in compliance with the law and employees
are treated fairly. Amit is an anesthesiologist

ENJOYING THE REDWOOD

at a university hospital who takes pride

S

in providing excellent care for patients

BY OUR HOUSE

Why we’re so
passionate
about adoption

undergoing surgery and enjoys teaching
medical students and residents.

FAMILY TIME MEANS PLAYING CARROM

Kriti: I’ve wanted to
adopt kids since I was
19 when I learned that
my cousins are adopted
Amit: I taught soccer
and English at an
orphanage in Brazil in

BIRTHDAYS ARE FUN WITH FRIENDS

A few of our

Favorites

LANGUAGES I SPEAK

MOVIE/GENRE

Kriti: English, Hindi,

Kriti: Fast & Furious

elementary Spanish
Amit: English and
elementary Spanish

Amit: Star Wars

VACATION SPOT

Kriti: Harry Potter

Kriti: Switzerland

Amit: Goosebumps

Amit: Hawaii

Series

Series

CHILDREN’S BOOK

college and that’s when

INSTRUMENT I PLAY

ATHLETE

I opened my heart to

Kriti: Clarinet

Kriti: Serena Williams

Amit: Piano

Amit: Steph Curry

adoption

ONE LAST

Thank
You
Thank you for
considering us and
for taking the time
to read about our
family story!

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT US: ourchosenchild.com/kriti-amit-adopt

We truly hope that if
you do choose us, we
can share a special
and valued bond
together if it aligns
with your wishes.

We hope we gave you a glimpse into

rewarding life in good physical and

what our lives would look like with

emotional health.

children. Our promise is to provide
a child with a safe and warm home
where they will always feel loved
and secure in knowing they can talk
to us about anything. Our wish is for
them to have a childhood they can
look back fondly upon while living a

Regardless of your choice, please
know that we sincerely wish you the
best now and for all the years to
come.

Amit and Kriti

